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Johnston Hall, constructed in 1925, is a substantial,
two-story red brick Classical Revival style building.
It is
the sole surviving building associated with the second building
campaign of the Christian Orphanage (no original buildings
survive) established in 1907, and is the historical centerpiece
of the Elon Homes for Children.
Johnston Hall was originally
used by the Christian Orphanage for administrative offi~es,
as a library, and for kitchen/dining room purposes, with
childrens' bedrooms on the second floor.
The building is used
today for administrative offices, as a reception center, and
for staff training classes.
Johnston Hall is located on the east side of Antioch Avenue
near its intersection with Trollinger Avenue in a residential
area of the small Alamance County town of Elon College, which
adjoins Burlington, North Carolina. Trollinger Avenue parallels
the south side of the railroad tracks which bisect Elon College,
with Lebanon Avenue paralleling the north side of the tracks.
These streets are the principal residential thoroughfares in
the town.
They were developed in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, primarily for faculty housing in conjunction
with the development of the Elon College campus (NR) which lies
along the north side of Lebanon Avenue.
Johnston Hall is located at the north end of the twenty-five
acres of the campus where buildings are clustered (another one
hundred acres of the property are primarily in mown fields).
The Elan Homes for Children campus forms an approximate oval
with some buildings fronting along the Antioch Avenue and others
facing a grassy center commons area (see attached site map).
The campus is shaded by large oaks, magnolias, crepe myrtles
and assorted evergreen trees. Antioch Avenue and the campus
occupy a north-south ridge, or "eminence" as an early description
termed it. Mown fields, dotted with rolled hay bales, slope
away at the rear of the buildings on the east side of the campus,
to a sizable pond at the south end, to O'Kelly Avenue at west,
and to the railroad tracks at the north end. The Elon Homes
campus overlooks Elon College (NR), located a short distance
northwest of the tracks. · Other buildings on the Elon Homes
for Children campus include a chapel built in 1956, six
residential cottages built between 1961 and 1975, a
gymnasium/swimming pool complex built in 1961, and an
administration· building built in 1975. The campus is visually
unified by the use of red brick for all of the buildings and
attractive green signage with white lettering. A flourishing
rose garden, located across Antioch Avenue, west of Johnston
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Hall, presents a gracious entrance to the serene campus.
Forming an overall H-shaped plan, Johnston Hall is composed
of a major hip-roofed broad west block with a narrower
gable-roofed rear wing which is attached at the second story
to a transverse hip-roofed traditional North Carolina "sleeping
porch," used as a dormitory from the first hot nights of Spring
until the first cool Fall nights. The clapboard-clad sleeping
porch is perched atop tall square brick piers, and the ends
of the porch project beyond the sides of the H's center section.
Except for the sleeping porch, the entire structure is
stucco-trimmed brick, and is two stories tall on a raised
basement.
The main block displays a symmetrical composition
that is five-bays wide and three-bays deep.
Its low hip asphalt
shingle-clad roof displays a small central hip roof dormer and
wide overhanging eaves. The red brick walls have full-height
brick pilasters with corbeled brick capitals which are located
between the window bays on the main and side elevations. The
building is·lit by paired nine-over-one sash windows with
keystones and splayed arches rendered in white stucco. The
window sills are stone and the window surrounds are wood.. ·The
sleeping porch, now used for office space, features a band of
nine-over-one windows above horizontal clapboards. A less than
full-width one-story flat-foof porch carried by brick piers
flanked by stone-capped half-piers and crowned with a solid-panel
balustrade, dominates the main elevation. The porch.provides
both a distinctive entrance to the building and the inviting,
homey touch of a spacious porch for sitting. The balustrade
is ornamented with applied wooden downward-pointing arrows.
The main entry is approached by central one bay-wide concrete
steps. A twelve-light transom is located above the main entrance
that contains a wood-paneled door with a single large light
in its upper half.
Exterior changes to Johnston Hall have been minimal; they
are largely confined to the rear of the building with the
application of narrow-lap vinyl siding to the clapboards of
the sleeping porch and to the undersides of the wide roof eaves.
The vinyl is not visible ·from the street, and does not detract
from the historic appearance of Johnston Hall.
On the interior of the 11,000 square foot building, the·
west-facing main block is filled with a large open
parlor/reception room flanked at the north end by an office,
an adjoining copier/file room and a restroom, and at the south
by a conference room and restroom.
The focal point of the parlor
is a brick fireplace that is located on the east wall. This
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fireplace is· distinguised by an arched firebox surround formed
by a soldier course of brick. Tiers of corbeled brick project
slightly to carry a plain wood mantel shelf. A portrait of .
Charles D. Johnston, Orphanage Superintendent from 1916-1949,
occupies a prominent place of honor above the fireplace.
Johnston Hall is currently undergoing a partial restoration.
The maple flooring, co~ered with carpet for many years, has
been exposed and refinished.
Pairs of French doors on either side of the fireplace,
give access to another large open room (originally used as a
dining room), now filled with rows of chairs and used as an
auditorium/staff training room.
This room is also centeied
by a fireplace, a duplicate of the parlor's. A small office,
used as the "alumni center" is located in the north corner of
the room, and a kitchen and pantry are located in the south
end of the room . . The f~rst story walls are plaster. A simple
molding is used to accent the tall oak baseboards, door and
window trim.
The trim is original throughout the first floor
.of the main block, as are the doors and door trim. French doors
located at the south end of the parlor give access to the
conference room and fill it with light.
An enclosed stairwell to the second floor is located on
the north wall of the training room/auditorium; the stairs have
"institutional" metal treads and railings.
The unrestored second
floor of the main block has been divided into offices around
the perimeter;
here the doors are modern, varnished hollowcore types surrounded by simple board trim. A large, sheetrock
and glass-walled office occupies the center of the main block.
The former sleeping porch is used for offices also and
includes a large, sunny nurse's office and a small examining
room. Originally, the·second floor was filled with bedrooms,
each shared by two children; girls' rooms were on the south
end, with the boys' rooms at the west.
Bathrooms were located
on the center rear wall of the main block. They do not survive,
but new restooms have been constructed elsewhere on this floor.
The original fabric.of Johnston Hall survives virtually
intact on the exterior and on the interior of the first floor.
The interior of the second story has been altered to accomodate
the various offices needed to operate a modern residential child
care facility.· While the bedrooms formerly located on this
floor are now found in the residential cottages ·.located on the
campus grounds, the contemporary office use of the second story
does not unduly detract from the historic integrity of Johnston
Hall.
Instead, its present busy office use helps to maintain
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the ongoing vitality, and institutioanl centrality of the
building. From the exterior, there appear to have been no
changes to the second story. The present offices, particularly
those found in the former sleeping porch, enjoy. the ample light
and ventialtion provided by the original large windows.
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SUMMARY:
Johnston Hall is a handsome, nearly intact two-story red
brick Classical Revival style building built in 1925 on the
campus of the former Christian Orphanage (now ilon Homes for
Children), in Elon College, North Carolina. Part of a regionally
significant orphanage that was founded in 1906, Johnston Hall
is locally significant as a manifestation of the widespreadconcern for the well-being of orphaned children exhibited by
various religious institutions in the state during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
It is also
historically significant as the sole surviving structure
associated with the Christian Orphanage's second building
campaign undertaken during the 1920s when the original 1906
Orphanage building was replaced. Until World War II, Johnston
Hall was the center of a complex of buildings surrounded by
a thriving farm on which the residents of the orphanage raised
garden crops and livestock for consumption and sale. Today
the building is the historical anchor of the campus of Elon
Homes for Children which continues the Orphanage's mission 'of
providing residential care for orphaned, neglected or abused
children.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND SOCIAL HISTORY CONTEXT:
The following information is drawn from a comprehensive
history written in 1987 by Alan Keith-Lucas entitled Building
for the Future with Pride in Our Past: A History of Elon Homes
for Children; from interviews conducted in October, 1993 with
Lynn Dorsett and Clyde Rudd, Sr. who lived in Johnston Hall
from 1924-1938 and 1926-1937 respectively; and from an interview
with Nancy Brooks who lived in Johnston Hall from 1943-1957.
Each of these former wards of the Orphanage feels a deep and
warm attachment to the institution and maintain close ties to
it today. Mr. Rudd serves on the Board of Directors of the
Elon Homes for Children and Mrs. Brooks works at Johnston Hall
as a secretary/receptionist. Michael G. White, the Homes'
Development Director was instrumental in providing historical
background for the years since the publication of Mr.
Keith-Lucas' well-researched book to the present, as well as
in ~acilitating the preparation of this National· Register
nomination.
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century efforts began
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in North Carolina to plan for the care of children who
were orphaned as a result of the social and economic conditions
that followed the Civil War. These conditions included the
continuing disruption of the economy, poverty, and poor diet
with its attendant diseases such as pelagra, tuberculosis and
typhoid fever which cost the lives of many parents. As early
as 1868, the North Carolina Constitution provided that "there
shall be, as soon as practicable, measures devised by the state
for the establishment of one or more orphan houses, where
destitute orphans mfy be cared for, educated and taught some
business or trade .. "
Although North Carolina's Masons established the first
orphanage in the state in Oxford in 1872, North Carolina's
churches soon followed.
Church sponsored orphanages were
proposed by the Baptists and Presbyterians in 1884 and 1889
respectively.
In 1892, the Southern Christian (Church of Christ)
Convention, meeting in Elon College, urged establishment of
an orphanage, but fund raising was slow and sporadic and nearly
fifteen years would pass before the orphanage became a reality.
A committee of Christian Church members looked for a farm of
at least of 100 acres on which to build an "industrial school"
type of orphanage with "dwelling, a school, shops, barns,
etcetera" and which would "be a place to rear children to ma~hood
and womanhood, instilled with the principles of the church."
By 1905 a 112-acre site, described as an "eminence" in full
view of the Elon College Campus, was assembled and construction
commenced on the main building of The Christian Orphanage (name
adopted in 1906). Documentary photographs reveal that is was
a rather formidable two-story brick building, 112 feet in length
and containing sixteen bedrooms, a chapel, living room, office
area and kitchen and pantries. A Mr. Kirkpatrick was the
contractor and mason for the Christian Orphanage. His work
was not entirely satisfactory, because some of the mortar failed
by freezing and crumbling. The building had no running water
or electricity and heat was provided by the many fireplaces.
Running water and electricity were installed in 1910.
The institutional character of this original orphanage
building erected by the Christian Church contrasted with
some other orphanages constructed in the state during this era.
For instance, the main building of Eliada Home b~ilt in Asheville
in 1907 (destroyed) with a consciously domestic theme, and looked
like an enlarged version of the Colonial Revival and Foursquare
residences of the period. Later buildings on the Eliada campus
(NR, 1993) included other domestic styles of their periods
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including Craftsman, and rustic log construction for the campus
guest cottages.
The cottages on the campus of the Oxford
Orphanage also display more domestic-scaled Colonial Revival
features.
The Reverend John L. Foster, an early booster of the
Orphanage idea, was named the first Superintendent of the
Christian Orphanage and he served in that capacity from the
official opening date of January 1, 1907 until 1912. By 1908
twenty-five children, ranging in age from five years to fourteen
years, were residents of the orphanage. Most of the children
had lost both parents and others were "half-orphans" (usually
fatherless).
Most orphanages would not accept children with
living fathers at that time.
"It was the father's duty to
support his children, with or without the help of his wife,
and to relieve him of this responsibility was consider3d immoral,
whereas a widow was not expected to be a· breadwinner .. "
The
Christian Orphanage did follow an unusual policy: rather than
providing everything for the child (as was customary), the
Christian Orphanage entered into a contract with the child's
guardian or nearest relative which stipulated a payment of .three
to five dollars per month until "the child is old enough to
work .. " The children were not placed for adoption, in foster
homes or as apprentices, since the Board believed they were
better off in an institution.
The Orphanage's finances were precarious in the first decade
of the twentieth century, and the continued existence of the
institution was in some doubt.
Superintendent Foster resigned
in 1912 due to poor health and during the next four years the
Orphanage had three different superintendents, a situation which
perhaps contri~uted to the perception that the childrens' "morale
was very low .. "
In 1916 the Board of Trustees named its chairman, Charles
D. Johnston, to the Superintendent's position. As they hoped,
he was able to get the institution back on its feet.
At the
time of his appointment, Johnston was Register of Deeds for
Alamance County and a trustee and the treasurer of Elon College.
The Board paid him $1,500 in 1916, or more than twice what his
predecessor had been paid, and gave him steady raises until
by 1925 when he was paid $3,600 of which he returned $600 to·
the Orphanage ..
His salary was money well earned. Johnston. w3s "a born
fund raiser," with a statewide network of friends.
In four
years he had changed a debt of $7,000 into more than $4,000
in excess revenues. More importantly, he inspired in the orphans
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a feeling of confident self-reliance and sense of being valued.
The children were expected to work hard, not only in the village
schools they attended, but at the Orphanage.
The girls generally
worked in the kitchen/dining room and in the laundry and sewing
room where they made workshirts and overalls for the boys.
The boys worked on the Orphanage farm growing vegetables and
grains and tending the farm's hogs and cattle.
"Some years
they produced 10,000 pounds of pork, although the standard diet
of that time did not appear to include a lot of meat.
In the
summer the children subsisted largely on biscuits and gravy
for breakfast and supper, with vegetables for lunch, and in
winter the 5ypical meal was pinto beans, sweet potatoes and
cornbread .. "
Many years after they had lived there, a man
and woman re-met at Johnston Hall.
She greeted him with "I
used to make your clothe7 and your room" and he replied, "I
used to milk your cows .. "
The years 1917-1919 were particularly trying because there
was first, a nationwide coal shortage during an unusually cold
winter and then, the Spanish influenza pandemic.
Everyone at
the Orphanage, except Johnston and one boy, caught the flu·but
only one child died from it. There were also difficulties
involving the childrens' education. Originally, it was intended
that the children would attend public schools in Elon College,
but the schools were overcrowded and it was not until 1909 that
this was possible. They were excluded again in 1916 because
the village schools were then overcrowded.
They were educated
at the Orphanage until 1921, when the public schools were taken
over by the County and the children returned to the town's
classrooms ..
When Johnston assumed the Superintendency in 1916, there
were forty-three children in residence and their numbers
increased steadily until 1920 when the population reached sixty,
and in 1924 when it reached 100. The sixty children in 1920
were still housed in the one building, but the Board decided
that year to build a second building, largely to house younger
children .. It was called the "Baby Cottage" although none of
the children was an infant.
Documentary photographs reveal
that the building, dedicated in 1921, was quite similar to
Johnston Hall which would be built four years later.
Both were
smaller, on a more domestic scale, than the original Main
building. The Baby Cottage was a two-story red ~rick Classical
Revival structure with a tall raised basement, a low hip roof
broken by wall dormers, full-height corbeled pilasters at the
corners, and a projecting one-story flat-roofed porch whose
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cornice was ornamented with applied wooden arrows, and paired
windows with splayed arches with keystones.
The Baby Cottage relieved some of the over-crowded
conditions, but when the population reached 100 in 1924 (with
seventy-five additional applications pending) the Board planned
a third building.
There were at that time twenty-one boys and
twenty-six girls in the old building and twenty-four girls and
thirty-two boys in the "Baby Cottage."
(Most orphanages of
the time divided the sexes, but here they preferred to divide
the children by age.) At that time a total of 104 children
were in residence and seventy-two of them, or more than two
thirds were between the ages of five and twelve.
The nature
of the population was changing:
"in the early days of the
Orphanage, roughly one half of the children admitted were full
orphans, but of the first twengy five children admitted in 1925,
no one had lost both parents .. "
The new $30,000 building with indoor plumbing was begun
in 1925 by John H. Wood of Burlington who was the low bidder.
It was named Johnston Hall in 1927 and was dedicated in 1928.
A pall was cast over the ceremony when a fatal ·heart attack
9
felled the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Mr. W.K. Holt.
The institution was in sound financial sh~pe through the
1920s. The Orphanage's forest provided the timber for a new
barn built 1921 that burned in 1929 and was almost immediately
rebuilt. A car was purchased for Mr. Johnston in 1922. A
concrete swimming pool was added to the campus in 1923. The
Orphanage, like all others in North and South Carolina, began
to receive aid each year from the endowment that James B. Duke
established in 1926. Duke's brother, Be~~amin N. Duke, left
$15, 000 to the Orpha·nage· that same year.
The Depression years of the early 1930s were not as
difficult on the Orphanage as might have been expected.
Certainly income fell-~from approximately $22,000 to about
$17,000 per year--but not nearly as large a drop as many similar
institutions saw..
By 1936 income had largely recovered.
"There
is no record in the [Board] minutes of salaries being cut, of
bills left unpaid, of buildings closed for lack of funds or
of funds lost through bank failures.
For this the Orphanage
had to thank Mr. Johnston's business acumen and the productivity
of its farm, which wfr producing from $7,000 to $8,000 worth
of crops each .year .. "
.
Clyde Rudd Sr. and Lynn Dorsett were roommates at the
Orphanage from the mid-1920s to the late 1930s. They describe
it as "the only home many of us had" and remember calling its
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Superintendent, "Uncle Charlie" (Johnston) .. They remember that
"so many things were given to the Orphanage, including food
and clothing .. " Much of the plentiful food was raised on the.
grounds including beans, sweet and Irish potatoes and corn.
There were smoke houses and potato houses on the grounds and
the Orphanage girls kept busy processing and canning peaches
donated to, and used by, the institution.
The Orphanage children attended school classes in the "old
building" until there was room for them in the County's schools.
For a time elementary and high school classes were held in one
of the buildings on the Elon College campus. This was close
enough that the children could walk home for lunch and then
return for afternoon classes. The Orphanage library/study hall
was located in Johnston Hall in the present conference room.
Mssrs. Dorsett and Rudd recalled that then bookcases lined the
walls, and the local "newspaper was on the table every morning"
The newspaper was a source for their "current events" reports
for school. They also read Dorothy Dix's column--"the Ann
Landers of her day"--as a source for sex education.. The
Orphanage also subscribed to various magazines, but the a more
popular series was probably the collection of Horatio Alger,
Tom Swift, and Rover Boys books. The "center room" (recently
restored as the main parlor) with its well-waxed wooden floors,
was usually just a "pass through" that was used only for visitors
or for occasional gatherings around the piano for singing.
Mr. Johnston's office as well as that of his secretary were
in an adjacent office at the north end of the large parlor.
There were many chores on the Orphanage farm to be done,
but the children were also given time and encouragement to earn
a little personal pocket money. Several former residents
remember that their regimented schedules and hard schedules
and hard work was tempered by humor and camaraderie. Mr. Dorsett
remembers being assigned to work in the dairy where the fifteen
cows he tended knew which milking stanchion was theirs and they
learned to operate a type of "cow drinking fountain" by stepping
on a lever. He also delivered milk to various households in
town..
He remembers one house where, from the porch, he kept
hearing an order to "leave more milk," a request he honored
until he learned that he was hearing a pet parrot mimicing the
homeowner.
It was also Mr. Dorsett's morning responsibility
to build a fire for the breakfast cook before he· reported to
the dairy so that she could sleep a half hour later. Mr. Rudd
delivered groceries for a local market and he and Mr .. Dorsett
gathered acorns--a favorite swine treat--which fell from the
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many campus oaks and sold them to the swine manager. They also
split kindling for various village residents and laid .kitchen
and bedroom fires so that the homeowners could arise to a warm
house. With permission, the children could leave the campus
and when hitchhiking "you could get picked up easily if they
knew you were from the Orphanage .. "Dorsett and Rudd remembered that the children created their
own recreation.
Since Orphanage farm tasks interfered with
after school football practice, it made the town high school's
efforts to field a team very difficult, but basketball could
be played at night after the chores were finished.
For many
of the children who had come from secluded farms, this was their
first exposure to organized team sports. They played baseball
"in the bottom" below one of the buildings, and they dug a
saw-dust pit near the north end of Johnston Hall and rigged
a pole set on nails so that they could practice pole vaulting
and high jumping. Mr. Rudd recalled marking a one-mile long
course along the railroad tracks fqr foot races. There was good
sledding on the gentle slope behind Johnston Hall.
A
time-honored "snipe hunt" was often organized for "the new·guys."
And there was just general "horsing around": once Mr. Rudd
climbed up on a boys' bathroom sink and ~nadvertently broke
1
it, flooding the parlor directly below ..
Through bequests, the Orphanage acquired some adjoint~g
and nearby properties so that by 1940 it owned 250 acres.
.
The farm operation continued to be an important part of the
Orphanage, both as a work and training place for the children
and a·continuing source of solid income: by 1938 the dairy was
producing 7,200 gallons of milk a month, enough to provide for
the Orphanage kitchen's needs, sell some to ~~ivate customers
and the supply all that Elon College needed.
There is apparently no record of the number of Orphanage
children who served in the Armed Forces during the World War
II, but the Board minutes durin~ those years noted that many
of the older boys did enlist or take war-related job until they
were old enough to enlist. Mr. Johnston did complain that it
was hard to find housemo~hers or matrons because many potential
employees went elsewhere when the Orphanage could not compete
with the high war-time wages.
The War also postponed any plans
the Orp9~nage had for major new buildings including a.campus
chapel.
Some smaller structures were built,. however, including
a new silo, modern milk house and a barn.
During the 1930s and 1940s, the number of orphans declined
nationwide due to improved public health and medical advances,
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and due to the influence of social scientists who were
emphasizing the importance of close parent-child relationships
which resulted in fewer parentless children being placed in
institutions..
"During this time, one quarter of all orphanages
in the country closed and most of those which did not, developed
foster family horne programs for younger chlldren. Orphanages
defined their programs as caring for the 'orphans of the lf~ing,'
children who were neglected or abused in their own homes.''
A new era began at the Orphanage in 1943 when the Board
agreed to accept ten children whose parents wer~ living.
By
1946 twenty per cent of the children at the Orphanage had both
parents living.
The age of the Orphanage's residents decreased
also..
"Of the first twenty-five children admitted in 11~4 five
were under six years of age and only three teen-agers."
Nancy Brooks, who now works as a receptionist/secretary
in Johnston Hall, was a resident at the Orphanage from 1943-1957.
She remembers that the boys lived in Johnston Hall then and
while they were at work in the farm fields, the gi~ls made their
beds and did the laundry on a wringer-type washing machines
in the outer room of the present kitchen. She remembers a·
swimming pool which located behind the present site of the
gymnasium.
other recreation included ice skating on the frozen
pond at the south end of the campus and a television which was
located in the dining 3oorn of Johnston Hall where staff training
1
classes are now held.
Documentary photographs from the early
1950s record cows grazing in the field with a barn in the
background and several other small gable front white storage
buildings with tin roofs, exposed rafter endsi and dark
contrasting corner boards (construction dates unknown).
None
of these agricultural outbuildings survive- today.
Charles D .. Johnston died on February 27, 1949. He is
considered one of the great superintendents of the institution.
He took over during a time of crisis and gave it a lasting
stability..
In the five month interim before Dr. John G. Truitt
was appointed Superintendent, Board chairman Vitus R. Holt acted
as Superintendent. He was continuing the record of leadership
the Holt family had provided the Orphanage throughout its
history.
Dr. Truitt, a successful minister and noted preacher,
served until 1960, presiding over the process of transforming
the Orphanage into a Children's Horne.
A 1952 promotional/fund raising brochure f~r the Orphanage
noted that the construction of a chapel was "about to be
realized." A donation from the children of William Kirkpatrick
arid Maud May Holt funded the chapel's construction in 1956.
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The brochure went on to say that the Orphanage "urgently needs
a dining room, kitchen and coldstorage building" because the
children and matrons crowd our small dining room, over-crowd
our kitche9 and lessen the possibilities for receiving new
9
children."
In 1956 a new charter was adopted that changed the
institution's name to the Congregational Christian Home for
Children. The name was changed again in 1964 to the present
Elon Homes for Children. The new Charter authorized the Home
to care for "orphans, half-orphans and children from broken
or unfit homes." A Survey Committee of the Southern Convention
of the Congregational Church also suggested that the Home "make
full use of social workers, both general and psychiatric,
provided by Alamance County, other counties and/or child welfare
agencies." The emphasis of the Committee's report was on
adoption but this emphasis was not adapt~d by the home then.
"If the Home had adopted this policy it would have foreshadowed
by many years the concepts of placement plans, case reviews,
and permanency planning which developed in the field as a whole
in the 1970s and 80's, and might ~ave prevented many children
from becoming institutionalized."
The concept of working
with the children's parents to help them re-establish a home
for their children was still in the future.
The Home was moving
away from the "orphanage concept" with as many children as
possible under the care of one woman. By the end of Dr. Truitt's
superintendency, two cottages (which would house about twelve
children apiece), were being planned.
By 1955 the dairy.operation had been discontinued because
it was no longer profitable. By 1958 the Home's farming
operations were confined to supplying grain, hay and vegetables
for Home use alone.
In 1960 Dr. Truitt retired and he was
succeeded by the Reverend Walstein Snyder who served another
long tenure, until he was succeeded·in 1988 by the present
President/Chief Executive Offic~r, Richard P. Walker.
During
Dr. Snyder's tenure, the Home began the process of becoming
a Children's Home, adopting the goal of returning the child
to his own family as soo~ as possible, emphasizing to
individualization of children, and movin~ towards becoming a
1
treatment center for disturbed children.
·
Several new residential cottages were completed during
the 1960s and 1970s. Two were completed in 1961 and Johnston
Hall was remodeled that year; a new swimming pool was constructed
also.
In 1965 the Home opened the Vitus R. Holt Day Care Center
which was housed in Johnston Hall until 1976, when a new brick
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building was constructed for the day care center directly behind
Wisseman Cottage, fronting on O'Kelly Street. The old Main
building and the Baby Cottage were demolished in 1967. A third
residential cottage was completed in 1970. A generous bequest
enabled the Home to build two more new residential buildings,
Harden and McEwen cottages, in 1971; McFarland Activities
Building was also constructed that year.
In 1971 plans were
made to build a new administration building just north of
Johnston ~all;
it was named in honor of Dr. Truitt and dedicated
in 1975. 2
Children who came to the campus in early 1980s did so for
various reasons, "some because they were no longer acceptable
in foster homes or were exhibiting behavior for which a 'more
structured environment'--a common phrase at that time--was
thought desirable . . . . Children's Homes were in danger of
becoming little more than placements of last resort for chi~~ren
whom public agencies were finding too difficult to handle."
By 1983 the Home was phasing out its foster home program after
more than twenty years. The Elon Homes for Children's basic
program is called Permanency Planning, a time-limited program
(a year is usual) in which ''intensive work with the parents
and the child is directed towards determining whether the parents
want the child and can make the necessary adjustment to take
him or her back, whether they cannot do this but are able to
be constructive,-part-time parents, with the Home providing the
actual care, or whether it would be wise for the child t~ 4 find
permanency with some other family or in some other way."
In 1985 the Homes expanded by merging with a boys home
in Pineville, North Carolina near Charlotte. This second campus
was named the Fred Kennedy Campus of Elon Homes for Children.
At that time, the Elon College campus was was renamed the Snyder
Campus. The li3-acre Kennedy campus has four cottages housing
thirty-five children ages eight to eighteen years old.
Today the Elon Homes for Children is a multi-service agency.
It provides residential group care for over over 250 children
annually on two campuses. The Crisis Care and Diagnostic
Evaluation Center located on Snyder Campus is the first facility
of its kind in the state~ The Snyder Campus offers
family-centered residential services: assisting families in
distress, helping them plan their futures and become reunited
families; youth-centered residential services, providing a
structure for children to grow in without reunification being
the principle objective; and preparation for adult living,
assisting young adults (ages sixteen to twenty-one) with the
skills to live independently.
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Verbal Boundary Description
The boundary of the nominated property includes a portion
of Lot 6 as indicated by a dotted line on the accompanying
Alamance County Tax Map 222, Block 871. A measured line, forming
a rectangle, about fifty feet from the wall of Johnston Hall
encompasses the nominated property, but excludes the adjacent
parking lot, and other buildings on the campus of the Elon Homes
for Children which date from the mid-1950s to the 1970s.
Boundary Justification
The nominated tract contains Johnston Hall, the only
surviving architectural resource from the original 1906 Christian
Orphanage property.
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